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I haven’t as yet found this Hut ‘A’. Without a
better grid reference it’s lost in deep heather!

21.5.13

NH 45453 45379

199

Oval,
Oval, so
longest
12.7m x
axis NNW, 10.9m
so 10.1m x
7.6m

Possible
Walls are only partially
entrance in SE identifiable, best
preserved in SW
quadrant. There they are
spread to 2.3m, standing
0.2 m high.

DSc01280 – from SSW.
Pole in centre of
roundhouse. DSC01281 –
from E. Note steep slope.
Plan RSJ00B 13.5.13

In May 2013 this Hut ‘B’ is deeply embedded
in heather, only just visible. Note that it is
oval, that its axis is across the west-facing
slope, and slighlty built out from it. It abuts
Hut ‘C’ on its southern edge.

21.5.13

NH 45459 45367

197

Oval,
longest
axis N, so
10.8m x
8.1m

Oval, so
14.2m x
12.5m

Probable
entrance in S

Walls are only partially
identifiable, best
preserved in E (upslope)
side. Here they are
spread to 2.5m, standing
0.2 m high.

DSC01275 - from E. Note
extensive heather cover.
DSC01277 - from SW.
Ranging pole in centre of
roundhouse.
DSC01278 - from SW. Pole
across probably entrance.
Plan RSJ00C 13.5.13

In May 2013 this Hut ‘C’ is deeply embedded
in heather, only just visible. Note that it is
oval, that its N-S axis is across the west-facing
slope, on a platform that is both dug into the
slope in the E, and built out from it in the W.
It abuts Hut ‘B’ on its northern edge.

28.3.13

NH 45507 45451

210

Circular
7.50m x
6.7m

Circular, so
10.6m x
10.2m

Possible
entrance in
SSE,
dimensions
uncertain

Walls are indistinct in
SW, but best seen in E.
See plan. Here they are
1.5m spread, 0.5m high.

DSC0017 - from N, and
above. Note blue flags
outline ext circle, yellow
flags outline int circle.
DSC0018 - from S. Note
blue and yellow flags
DSC0020 - from S. The
attached enclosure on the
W of the hut circle
DSC0021 - from N. The
attached enclosure on the
W of the hut circle
DSC0022 - possible SSE
entrance
Plan RSJ00D 28.3.13

On a gentle west facing slope, at the base of
a mound to the north lies this large hut circle,
with a elipse of stone wall to the west, ie
down-slope. In the original 1970 survey this is
described as a souterrain, confirmed by a
further OS visit in 1981. What remains of this
structure is an elipse of stones, approx 3.5-4m
outwith the western side of the original hut
circle. They now don't look like a souterrain,
although there function is now unclear.
There is a path, probably animal track, that
runs through the northern part of the circle,
exposing the base.

28.3.13

NH 45601 45501

221

Circular
4.7m x
4.1m

Circular, so Entrance not
7.5m x 7.5m identifiable

28.3.13

NH 45595 45562

226

Oval, axis
N-S, so
7.3m x
9.75m

Oval, so
9.98m x
11.05m

1.3.13

NH 45624 45556

222

Circular, so Circular, so
9.0m x
13.2m x
9.0m
12.8m

Remaining walls are best
seen to W, there being
1.4m thick, and standing
to 0.3m high

DSC0012 - from NW.
DSC0014 - from S.
Showing area of possible
entrance. Blue flags on
outer wall, yellow flags on
inner wall.
DSC0015 from E
Plan RSJ00E
28.3.13

On a gentle east facing slope, this hut circle
occupies a slight knoll, with a built extension
to S. Recent heather-burning (for grouse) has
exposed a degenerate circle of stones that
would otherwise have been missed.

Two lines of
Circle walls are
rough large
indistinct, apart from in
stones at
W and SE quadrants
south
probably
define a
walled
entrance
passage way,
1.3m long,
1.5m wide,
with stones
standing to
0.8m high.

DSC002 - from S. General
view of circle, showing
entrance passage way
DSC003 - from N and
above DSC004 - from D.
Details of entrance
passage way.
DSC009 from E. With delimiting
flags
Plan
RSJ00F 28.3.13

On a gentle south facing slope, this hut circle
has a defniite entrance, and entrance
passageway. Recent heather-burning (for
grouse) has exposed a degenerate circle of
stones that would otherwise have been
missed.

Possible
entrance in
SSE,

DSC01030 - from N. Hut
circle delimited by flags.
DSC01033 - from NW. The
annexe is identified by
three standing poles
Plan RSJ00G 1.3.13

On a gentle south facing slope, the hut circle
stands on a platform slightly built out in S.
There is an eliptical extension, or "annexe",
on the NW arc. Recent heather-burning (for
grouse) has exposed a degenerate circle of
stones that would otherwise have been
missed.

Indistinct walls marked
by periodic stones. Wall
best seen in W, spread
1.8m, up to 0.5m high

10.6.13

NH 45664 45540

220

Very indistinct walls,
DSC01339 - from NW.
This hut circle is now very indistinct, being
Circular, so Circular, so Possible
entrance
in
S
very
few
stones
left,
one
Shows
the
best
remaining
visible as a round depression in the peat,
7.5m x
9.0m x 9.0m
large
boulder
in
SSW
segment
of
wall
rather than being easily identifiable by its
7.5m
DSC01340 - from S. Note
heavily burnt interior
DSC01342 - from SW.
Note large remaining
boulder near possible
entrance.
Plan
RSJ00H 10.6.13

walls. Recent heather burning helps.

I haven’t as yet found this Hut ‘J’. Without a
better grid reference it’s lost in deep heather!
I haven’t as yet found this Hut ‘K’. Without a
better grid reference it’s lost in deep heather!

